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RCD’s MP series feature thin film resistive elements
specifically designed for excellent environmental stability
as well as superior high-frequency performance (100MHz
typ., available up to 1GHz).  The resistive element is
thermally bonded to a heavy copper heat sink for opti-
mum heat transfer.  The resistor is electrically isolated
from the metal tab, and molded into standard TO-220
package.

� 10W & 20W in small size
� Economically priced
� Precision performance (tolerance as tight as 0.1%, TCR
     as low as 10ppm!)
� Non-inductive
� Standoffs minimize heat transfer to PCB
� 4-Terminal design available
� 5W design available in TO-126 package
� 50W design available in TO-218 package

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

POWER FILM RESISTORS
TO-220 PACKAGE
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SPECIFICATIONS

*Power ratings are based on resistor being tightly screwed to a suitable
heatsink with thermal grease (without heatsink, the rating is 1.5W MP210
and 2.25W MP220).
**Consult factory for extended range.

P/N DESIGNATION:
 MP220  -  1001  -    F   B

Optional Temp. Coefficient--leave blank for
standard (100ppm): 50 = 50ppm

RCD Type

4-Digit Resis. Code: 3 signif. digits &
multiplier (1R00=1Ω, 1000=100Ω, 1001=1KΩ

Packaging: B = Bulk (bulk is standard)

Tolerance Code:  J=5%, G=2%, F=1%, D=0.5%
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RESISTORS �CAPS & COILS �DELAY LINES
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DERATING
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